
fruit juices candy propelled by the expansion of the 
Brookside line; and the introduction of the Dove 
Fruits line.

In addition, other hot trends include Hershey Ice 
Breakers Cool Blast Mints and the return of Mars 
Chocolate North America’s M&M’s Crispy Chocolate 
Candies, which came back to stores nationwide in 
this month following a 10-year hiatus. 

SHAREABLE SIZE
In the candy area, Taylor noted that NEXCOM 

stores carry both standard and single-size varieties 
in addition to the king size and sharing size choices. 

“We let the numbers tell us what our customers 
want,” Taylor said, and the proof is in the numbers. 
The fiscal 2014 February-November year-to-date 
category trend shows that standard candy bars were 
down 17 percent in share of the exchange service’s 
“single-bar” class. 

King-size bars were up 19 percent in sales during 
the same period, and garnered a 39-percent share of 
the “single-bar” class, according to Taylor.. Standard 
candy bars, meanwhile, represented a 26-percent 
share of the class.

—E and C NEWS

L orel Taylor, the Navy Exchange Service Com-
mand’s (NEXCOM) headquarters-based candy, 
nuts and seasonal gift buyer, remarked that the 

exchange service’s candy department offers a variety 
of nuts, trail mixes, and sugar-free candy items that 
fit right into the Department of Defense’s (DoD) 
Healthy Base Initiative (HBI) program.

“For nuts, we have merchandised this product 
in our ‘A Better You’ consumables zone,” she ex-
plained. “Nuts and trail mixes lend to this initiative; 
we promote them regularly, carry important national 
brands including Planters, Wonderful, Snak Club, 
and Blue Diamond, in addition to our new North 
Star Trading Company premium brand.” 

TRAIL MIX, NUTS
The North Star Trading Company brand of nuts 

and trail mixes counts among other product line 
trademarks owned by NEXCOM, such as Mission: 
You and Harbor Home.

Taylor said the new brand is receiving a good 
response from customers. “The brand was launched 
on Oct. 13, 2014 in our CONUS locations,” she 
said. “It is a line of premium nuts, nut blends and 
trail mix snacks. The line represents great flavor 

innovations as well as great quality, positioning it 
to compete with premium private label nut lines 
outside the gate,” the buyer explained.

Through November, Taylor reported that the line 
has driven NEXCOM’s nut classification from an 
11-percent increase to a 15-percent increase since its 
launch date. “Customers are responding,” she said.  

SUGAR FREE
In her department, Taylor said “all things in the 

nut classification, as well as our sugar-free candy 
planogram, have received ‘A Better You’ signage.” 

In sugar-free candy, Taylor said the ‘A Better 
You” classification has helped to spur sales of several 
top varieties that feature this characteristic, includ-
ing Werther’s Original Sugar Free; Lifesavers Pep 
O Mints; and Russell Stover Chocolate Sugar-Free 
Candy (assorted items). 

FLAVOR, TEXTURE PROFILES
Otherwise, Taylor said that the hottest trends 

in NEXCOM’s candy assortment heading into the 
new calendar year were stand-up pouch packaging; 
caramel-flavor profiles, such as found in Hershey’s 
Lancaster Soft Cremes; dark chocolate covered fruits/

‘We let the numbers tell us what our customers want.’
— NEXCOM Candy, Nuts and Seasonal Gift Buyer Lorel Taylor
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CANDY CATEGORY
SNACKING ALTERNATIVES

Taylor

NEXCOM’s nut selection, such 
as the assortment found in 
the Little Creek Mini-Mart, 
JEB Little Creek-Fort Story, Va., 
fits right into the exchange 
service’s support of DoD’s 
Healthy Base Initiative (HBI).
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